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ABSTRACT 

  

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are a collection of wireless mobile nodes with links that 

are made and broken arbitrarily.  They have limited resources in power, computation, broadcast 

range, and a dynamic topology with no fixed infrastructure.  Communication is accomplished by 

routes where individual nodes relay packets between a source and destination. 

A lot of work has been done in this area since 1998 focusing mainly on availability, reliability, 

or efficiency of routing algorithms.  Little thought has gone into security as part of the protocol 

development process.  In many instances, MANET security has been built-in as an afterthought. 

Before MANETs become a mainstay in computing applications, many security issues need to 

be addressed.  One such issue is the insider threat.  How does one find and effectively neutralize 

a malicious node?  It has been recently shown how to do this with digital signatures; however, 

this may not always be possible because of the computational cost of digital signatures. 

 

CONTRIBUTION OF THESIS: 

The main contribution of this thesis is to present the following: 

♦ An approach for dealing with malicious faults in MANETs 

♦ A forward and reverse symmetric key authentication chain for MANETs 

♦ A malicious fault tracing algorithm for communication routing protocols in ad hoc 

networks with constrained resources 

. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Our Goal.  The goal of this thesis is to consider mechanisms that will improve the performance 

of the Byzantine tracer for communication routing algorithms in Burmester et al [4] by using 

keyed message authentication codes (HMACs) and our research results published in [8]. We 

wish to emulate asymmetric authentication in a purely symmetric environment similar in scope 

to TESLA [21] but at a cheaper cost, thereby making it possible for weaker ad hoc devices to 

employ a Byzantine tracing program. 

 

Literature background.  Because of their ad hoc nature, mobile wireless networks are ideal in 

situations demanding rapid deployment in the face of hazardous environments where little to no 

communication infrastructure exists.  Such rapid deployment makes mobile ad hoc networks 

(MANETs) perfect for emergency, rescue, or battlefield scenarios.  On the other hand, such 

operations in extreme conditions subject MANETs to high failure rates [2], [14]. 

High failure rates make finding and maintaining communication routes in ad hoc networks 

crucial and yet, most difficult.  So far most of the research in routing protocols has focused on 

service and efficiency (e.g. see [12], [17], [20], [22]) with security given lower priority – in 

many cases it is “shoe-horned” in as an afterthought.  Relegating security and reliability as an 

addendum may be fine for environments where faults are predictable, but it is not appropriate for 

ad hoc networks where faults tend to be unpredictable or even Byzantine [15].  

Before ad hoc networks may be successfully deployed many security issues must be addressed.  

One such issue includes insider threats.  A malicious node on a routing path may try to redirect 

packets, perform a denial of service attack by engaging a node in resource consuming activities 

such as routing packets in a loop, or may simply drop the packet altogether. The problem: how 

does one find such malicious faults and then how does one neutralize them? 
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Several routing protocols have been proposed to tackle security concerns.  Ariadne [9] is a 

source-centric algorithm based on Dynamic Source Routing [12]; it uses a keyed hash chain 

authentication method called TESLA [21] to ensure path integrity.  Unfortunately, the algorithm 

assumes all nodes on the path will protect the integrity of the path information.  Therefore, 

Ariadne will not stand up to insider attacks [4].  Another protocol called the Secure Efficient 

Distance Vector Routing for Ad hoc networks (SEAD) [10] is a source-centric version of 

Ariadne and as such, will also fail in the presence of insider attacks.  The Secure Ad hoc On-

Demand Distance Vector Routing (SAODV) [26] is a network-centric algorithm based on 

AODV [20] that uses digital signatures and hash chains for path integrity.  Regrettably, like the 

other two routing protocols previously described, SAODV will also not tolerate insider attacks 

[4]. 

Is there such a thing as a secure routing algorithm?  Is there some route discovery method that 

will guarantee message delivery the moment the route is created despite the presence of 

malicious adversaries?  Only potential adversaries can know in advance if paths are infected with 

malicious nodes; therefore, there is no such algorithm [4]. 

Tracing malicious faults is a relatively new research area resulting from the failures to the 

secure routing problem.  However, finding malicious (insider) nodes in a MANET has proven to 

be difficult.  One such tracing scheme described in [1] is clever but computationally expensive; 

finding the fault in log(n) time.  Additionally, it suffers from some fundamental security flaws 

such as, assuming that nodes will not collude or that a malicious node will behave predictably 

once found.  This Bayesian approach will not work with nodes that exhibit Byzantine behavior.  

The tracing algorithms in [4], [5] address the weaknesses of [1] much more efficiently using 

digital signatures and making it hard for a malicious insider to avoid detection by acting 

“innocently” and cooperatively when the insider “knows” it is being investigated.  

Unfortunately, weaker ad hoc networks that can only use hash functions and no encryption 

mechanisms cannot take advantage of this new efficient tracing algorithm. 

The goal of this paper is to improve the performance of the Byzantine tracer for 

communication routing algorithms in [4] by using keyed message authentication codes 
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(HMACs) combined with our research results published in [8].  Ideally, we wish to emulate 

asymmetric authentication in a symmetric environment similar in scope to [21] but at a cheaper 

cost, thereby making it possible for weaker ad hoc devices to employ a Byzantine tracing 

program. 

The paper is organized as follows.  In chapter 2 we provide a brief background on mobile ad 

hoc networks, their potential applications, and security issues.  Additionally, we analyze the two 

tracing algorithms previously discussed in this section, and give a synopsis of our proposed 

tracer.  Chapter 3 provides a formal model of the network and definitions in which our proposed 

solution will be employed.  In chapter 4 the formal definition our new protocol is spelled out 

with a complete description of how it works.  Next, chapter 5 demonstrates that our algorithm 

will succeed in either sending messages to the destination or tracing at least one faulty node.  

Then in chapter 6 we examine if there are any benefits to incorporating the TESLA 

authentication idea to our protocol followed by chapter 7 discussing future works that must be 

taken up to further strengthen our propose model.  Finally, we conclude in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

 

2.1  Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are dynamic groups of autonomous nodes with no fixed 

infrastructure or topology.  Figure 2.1 illustrates both a wireless network with infrastructure and 

an ad hoc network with no infrastructure.  Typically, the broadcast medium is wireless 

transmissions with communication links created and broken arbitrarily between the nodes.  

These 

 

 

 

 

 

Access

Point

Access

Point

Backbone

(a) Wireless network with infrastructure
(b) An ad hoc wireless network  

 

Figure 2.1.  Examples of wireless network structure 
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nodes act as independent hosts with constrained resources such as limited power, memory, and 

transmission range.  Communication is attained by relaying packets in a bucket-brigade fashion 

between a source and a destination.  The primary features of MANETs from [24] and include: 

⇒ Autonomous operations – nodes function as both a host and a router 

⇒ Distributive operations – network control and management is distributed among the nodes 

⇒ Multi-hop routing – nodes cooperate in relaying packets between the source and 

destination 

⇒ Dynamic network topology – mobile nodes move in and out of communication range of 

one another rapidly and unpredictably, therefore, traffic propagation must be capable of 

adapting and finding new routes on the fly. 

The ease of deployment and configuration of ad hoc networks make them ideal in situations 

where communication infrastructures are limited or non-existent.  When Hurricane Katrina hit 

New Orleans in late August 2005, cellular and land-line communications were decimated.  A 

mobile ad hoc network could have eased the emergency rescue and relief operations by allowing 

first responders or the National Guard to rapidly set up a make-shift communications network.  

In mercurial and hostile environments, such as a military theatre, MANETs would allow 

soldiers, vehicles, and the command staff to maintain communications even when some 

equipment is lost or destroyed.  The autonomous linking capabilities of MANETs are perfect in 

class rooms or conference settings where hand-held devices or laptops can share and spread 

information among the participants. 

 

2.2  Security Issues in MANETs 

 

The key features that facilitate MANET use also make them vulnerable to malicious intruders.  

Because the work load and the trust are largely distributed throughout the MANET, malicious 

nodes may intercept, snoop, alter, or even drop messages; they may also advertise false routing 

information in hopes of gaining control of a path.  Ad hoc networks are susceptible to a variety 

of attacks such as denial of service (DoS) and man-in-the-middle attacks. 
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Since many of the routing algorithms use a form of flooding to establish paths, they are 

particularly vulnerable to DoS attacks [4].  Simply flooding a network with spurious packets can 

clog traffic and exhaust node resources.  A dense network is more at risk to DoS when an 

adversary floods queries.   

Even packet dropping can be considered a form of denial of service.  Our proposed tracing 

algorithm is one way to deal with DoS attacks on routes caused by malicious nodes. 

In a man-in-the-middle attack (MiM) an adversary takes control of the communication route 

by interposing between the source and the destination.  In a passive MiM, the adversary 

eavesdrops and relays packets.  Authentication mechanisms are useless as the adversary just 

passes them along. 

Active MiM’s are more insidious as they contain “insiders” who have been properly 

authenticated.  An insider can elicit conspiring nodes and execute a wormhole attack [11] where 

the adversary fools the source node into believing that a route is short by tunneling packets 

intended for a destination by way of the nodes under his control.  An even stronger wormhole 

attack is called a rushing attack [11] in which the adversary sends packets through the wormhole 

faster than normal traffic. 

Another active MiM attack is the Sybil attack [6], in which one or more nodes collude with an 

adversary by sharing their secret keys thus enabling the adversary to assume multiple identities.  

Additionally, the adversary may appear to be in multiple places in the network and can fool the 

source node that there are many short routes to a destination. 

An attack that is similar in scope to a MiM, but more problematic, is the invisible node attack 

(INA) [16].  In the INA, the adversary interposes between two nodes x and y in such a way that x 

and y believe they are closer to one another (i.e. neighbors).  This interloper is not listed on the 

route, but the nodes x and y are.  As a result, the route will appear to be shorter than it actually is, 

and may be selected in preference to other routes. 

Man-in-the-middle relay attacks are difficult if not impossible to deal with.  Possible 

countermeasures include using temporal or location certification.  The former exploits the time 

taken for each broadcast hop and the latter uses the physical location of the nodes [4]. 
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2.3  Tracing Faulty or Malicious Nodes 

 

There have been routing algorithms designed with security in mind (e.g. see [9], [10], [26]).  

But as we discussed in the introduction, they are woefully inadequate when it comes to dealing 

with insider attacks.  As a result of the failings of the routing protocols, and due to natural 

MANET insecurities, the next best thing is to implement a policing mechanism.  This is where 

tracing algorithms come into play.  The general idea is to have a tracing method that is 

transparent when all nodes in the network adhere to the protocol, but springs into action the 

moment a problem occurs.  In a sense, the tracer launches an investigation in order to determine 

who the faulty or malicious nodes are and exact a punishment preventing the guilty parties from 

participating any further in the network.  So far, few tracing algorithms can be found in the 

literature.  One takes a divide and conquer approach, while the other employs a more cost 

effective probing method.  We discuss both algorithms in the following sections. 

 

2.3.1  The Divide and Conquer Approach 

 

One of the first Byzantine fault tracing protocols is presented in [1].  It combines reliability 

based on past performance with an adaptive probing mechanism.  The main goal, once a fault 

has exceeded a threshold, is to continuously divide the route between source and destination 

until the problematic node is found.  In this section we will show that such an approach is flawed 

and cannot be used to detect malicious faults. 

The routing protocol of [1] has three successive phases with each phase using as input the 

output from the previous phase as shown in figure 2.2. 
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The route discovery phase uses flooding, cryptographic primitives, and the source’s weight list 

to find the path with the least cost.  A link with a high weight corresponds to low reliability.  

Next is the Byzantine fault detection phase.  When packet losses surpass a certain threshold 

(defined as “a bound on what is considered a tolerable loss rate [1]”), this phase uses an adaptive 

probing technique to find the faulty link in log(n) time where n is the path length.  We will 

examine this phase in more detail in section 2.3.1.1.  Finally, the link weight management phase 

maintains the weight list of links discovered in the fault detection phase.  A multiplicative 

increase penalizes faulty links with rehabilitation possible over time.  The weight list is used in 

the route discovery phase to avoid known faulty routes. 

 

2.3.1.1  Byzantine Fault Detection Overview of [1].  The protocol requires the destination to 

return to the source an acknowledgement for every successfully received packet.  The source 

keeps track of the number of recent packet losses.  If the number of losses breaches an 

acceptable threshold, the protocol registers a fault (defined by [1] as “a loss rate greater than or 

equal to the threshold”) between the source and destination and begins a binary search on the 

path to find the faulty link.  A simple example is provided in figure 2.3. 

 

 

       Figure 2.2.  Secure routing protocol phases of [1] 
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The source takes charge of the search by creating a list of intermediate nodes on data packets.  

Each node on the list, including the destination must respond to the source with an 

acknowledgement.  These nodes that are required to acknowledge are known as probes.  The list 

of probes delimits a set of non-overlapping intervals on the route.  Each interval covers a sub-

path between two consecutive probes that form the end points of that interval.  When a fault is 

found on the interval, it is further divided by inserting a new probe.  This sub-division process 

continues in log(n) time until the faulty link is identified. 

 

 

 

 
      Figure 2.3.  Byzantine fault detection of [1] 
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2.3.1.2  Weaknesses of the Byzantine Fault Detection Phase.  The primary fault of this 

tracing approach is that it uses a Bayesian scheme of past statistical behavior in a Byzantine 

environment.  A clever enemy can hide under a stochastic model by showing up, doing 

something bad and then lay low for a while.  For example, a malicious node may flagrantly drop 

packets and yet when probed, respond with an acknowledgement thus giving the appearance of 

innocence and cooperation during an investigation.  This model assumes that once an enemy is 

found, she will behave predictably. 

Secondly, this model does not take into account situations when nodes collude.  For example, 

during the probing round when the route has been divided in half, suppose a malicious node 

“acts up” in one of the halves.  When the probe arrives, the node behaves and acknowledges.  

Now suppose further, that another malicious node “acts up” in the other half but behaves when 

probed.  Back and forth these naughty nodes act up in tandem causing the probing round to 

spiral. 

The tactic of dividing routing protocols into distinct phases, that is, first find the route then use 

the route is fundamentally flawed from a security standpoint.  These phases must be merged as 

one – or even better – find, use, and trace all in a single phase. 

 

2.3.2  An Optimistic Approach 

 

A more practical tracing algorithm can be found in [4] and [5].  It uses an optimistic approach 

to trace malicious behavior.  Optimistic algorithms are defined in chapter 3; in effect an 

optimistic algorithm has no additional cost when the protocol is functioning correctly.  When a 

fault occurs, the cost to locate is one tracing round and one digital signature.  Compared to the 

scheme in the previous section, [4] will locate faults even when malicious nodes collude and it 

also uses fewer rounds.  Each participating node only needs to know its neighbors. 

The protocol works as follows and is described in figure 2.4.  The source sends an 

authenticated packet along a route to some destination.  Each intermediate node along the path 

keeps a record of the transaction between the source and destination.  If there are no faults, the 
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destination replies with an authenticated acknowledgement.  If there is a fault and some 

intermediate node “observes” this transgression (i.e. this node does not receive the 

corresponding acknowledgement, a fault report, or a probe before its timing mechanism times 

out), then that node will construct a digitally signed fault report blaming the transgressor and 

send it back to the source.  Otherwise the source will send a digitally signed probe with the 

details of the missing packet and the corresponding acknowledgement requesting the 

intermediate nodes to check the validity of any received fault report or acknowledgment.  The 

probe is passed by the intermediate nodes when it has seen the packet but not the corresponding 

acknowledgment.  When the probe encounters a node that has the complete record or no record 

of the packet transaction between the source and destination, that node will stop the probe and 

remain silent.  In this protocol, the intermediate nodes set timers with decreasing expiration 

times so that a fault report is only issued by a non-faulty node when its neighbor is faulty.   

It is important to point out that when a node has been located and reported as malicious by 

another node, it is not possible to tell which node is actually faulty: the reporting node (could be 

lying) or the reported node [4]. 

The optimistic methodology drastically reduces the complexity and the cost of tracing faulty 

nodes.  However, because this protocol relies on digital signatures for its authentication 

mechanisms, weaker ad hoc systems may not be able to take advantage of this elegant idea.  

How can MANETs, whose computational resources are constrained allowing only the use of 

hash functions and no encryption, employ an effective, cost efficient Byzantine tracing program?  

The next section gives a brief synopsis of our solution to this problem. 
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Figure 2.4.  The Burmester et al optimistic tracing algorithm of [4].  pktsd contains data and 
important routing protocol identifiers authenticated by an HMAC using the shared key 
between s and d.  The corresponding acksd is also authenticated by an HMAC between source 
and destination.  The probes is a digitally signed tracing mechanism containing a record of the 
missing packet and corresponding acknowledgment.  The failreporty is a digitally signed 
report by some node y blaming a neighboring node of malicious or faulty activities. 
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2.4  A Proposed Fault Tracer Using Symmetric Authentication 

Chains 

 

Symmetric key authentication is computationally more efficient than digital signing and 

therefore less of a drain on a mobile ad hoc node’s resources.  Some public key systems may 

require longer key lengths than symmetric systems for an equivalent level of security (e.g. see 

[23]) thereby making the computation more expensive by an order of ten times.  Therefore, we 

propose to build on the optimized Byzantine tracing algorithm outlined in [4] by replacing the 

digital signatures of the packets, acks (acknowledgements) and the frpts (fault reports) with 

HMACs [3] in the following way: the source will send a packet (pktsd) authenticated with a 

keyed message authentication code, using a shared key between the source and the destination.  

It is assumed a routing algorithm such as [12] or [20] is used, but most routing algorithms used 

in ad hoc networking can be extended to use our proposed scheme.  Furthermore, this tracer is 

used during the communication phase over an established path (established during the route 

discovery phase) such that two honest nodes adjacent to one another are neighbors.  There is no 

such assumption for dishonest nodes. 

The Destination, when receiving the packet from source s, constructs an acknowledgement 

(acksd) also using an HMAC.  The acksd contains important information regarding the transaction 

between the source and destination including a session number and the hash of the packet.  The 

destination then sends acksd to the intermediate nodes for delivery back to the source (see figure 

2.5 (a)). 

The intermediate node(s), in addition to forwarding packets from source to destination, keep a 

record of the contents of pktsd and acksd (their hashed values) for future validations in the event 

of a fault. These nodes only keep the records for a brief period of time; expunging them either 

when the communication phase between source and destination conclude successfully, or after a 

faulty node has been traced. 

If the source’s timer expires before receiving a valid acksd, then the source constructs a probe 

to find the origin of the fault (see figure 2.5 (b)).  This probe is chain authenticated and contains 
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a payload identifying the correct pktsd and acksd, which the intermediate nodes use to compare 

with their record of the transaction between the source and destination.  The aim of the probe is 

to hone in on the guilty party and set off a chain of events whereby the nodes on the path will 

issue a fault report (frpt), which is also chain authenticated in a similar fashion as the probe, 

naming the malicious node.  How the probe and the chain authentication scheme works will be 

fully explained in chapter 4.  

 

 

 

 

s d 

pktsd

acksd

Optimistic case 

s d 

Probechain-authenticated 

frptchain-authenticated Tracing case 

(a) 

(b) 

 
Figure 2.5.  Flow diagram of proposed chain-authenticated Byzantine Tracer.  In (a), the 
optimistic case, s sends an authenticated packet along a route to d, who in turn sends a 
corresponding acknowledgment back to s.  Chapter 4 (page 21-22) details the contents of the 
packet and acknowledgement that are both authenticated with an HMAC and the key shared 
by s and d.  In the tracing round (b), the square node is malicious.  The source constructs a 
forward chain-authentication probe investigating the malicious behavior.  The probe triggers 
some node near the scene of the crime to generate a reverse chain-authenticated fault report 
(frpt) naming the guilty node.  See Chapter 4 (page 21-22) for the contents and the 
construction of the probe and the fault report. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

MODEL AND DEFINITIONS 

 

In this chapter we introduce definitions and the adversarial model which will serve as a 

framework.  Our proposed solution will work with in this framework. 

There are many ways one may depict the erratic nature of a mobile ad hoc network.  We will 

use a combination of graph theory notation and the models from the literature to reproduce the 

mobility characteristics common in MANETs.  In particular, we will use the definitions found in 

[4], which are paraphrased in the following sections. 

 

3.1  Definitions 

 

A mobile ad hoc network is a stochastic process G = G1, G2, …, where Gn is a random graph 

with node set V.  Communication in the network has three primary characteristics that are: 

1. Synchronous:  the time for a single transmission to be received is bounded by some 

constant, τ. 

2. Ordered:  packets transmitted by a node are received by each of its neighbors in the 

order they were sent. 

3. Promiscuous:  a packet transmitted by a node will be received by all its neighbors. 

The model allows packets to arrive at any time with in the synchronous upper bound, and 

packets transmitted by different nodes may arrive in any order.  Also, a packet transmitted by a 

node can be received by its neighbors in any order within the synchronous upper bound.  

Additionally, the links formed between nodes may be bidirectional (symmetric) or directed 

(asymmetric). 

A route is a list of nodes {s,…, d} ∈  G that starts at a source node s and ends at a destination 

node d, through which messages are passed.  The source, or any other node for that matter, may 
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or may not know the list of nodes on the route.  Moreover, nodes along a path may or may not 

know their successor.  Routes may change or disconnect at any time and there may be more than 

one path between s and d.  Formally, a route or path is a sequence of nodes s = x1, x2, … , xn = d 

for which xi, xi+1 are neighbors if both are not faulty for i = 0, 1, …, n.  There are no assumptions 

for pairs xj, xj+1 if one is faulty. 

Routes may be multipath or multichannel.  Multipath routes have several node-disjoint path 

lists linking a source and destination, whereas multichannel routes contain several node-disjoint 

channel lists, that is, connected and bounded regions of node space linking a source and 

destination.  Both multipath and multichannel paths are considered in our model. 

A routing protocol is a two phase algorithm: a route discovery phase where the path is created 

between source s and destination d, and the communication phase where the route is used for 

traversing packets between s and d.  Two types of routing algorithms exist in the MANET 

literature:  network-centric and source-centric.   

In network-centric routing (e.g. DSDV [19], WR [22], and AODV [20]) the routing procedure 

is distributed within the network as a service (services such as route discovery and maintenance) 

provided to the source.  Network-centric protocols try to maintain stable and up-to-date routing 

information from each node to every other node in the network.  The procedure requires all 

nodes to maintain tables for storing and updating routes.  Changes to topology are handled by 

propagating updates throughout the MANET. 

Source-centric routing (eg. DSR, see [12], [18], or [22]), on the other hand, the majority of the 

routing burden is shouldered by the source node.  Source-centric algorithms create routes only 

when needed.  Anytime a source needs to send messages to a destination, it must initiate the 

route discovery process. 

The impossibility of dealing with man-in-the-middle relay attacks during the route discovery 

phase of any routing algorithm is well known in the MANET literature.  To the best of our 

knowledge, this attack can only be addressed with out-of-system mechanisms as discussed in 

chapter 2, section 2.2.  Determining if two adjacent nodes are real neighbors is not as simple as it 

appears and to date, there is no known route discovery algorithm that can guarantee immediate 
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delivery of a packet in the presence of a general adversarial model [4].  Our proposed tracing 

program will only work during communications over an established path – paths for which 

honest nodes are actual neighbors, but there are no such assumptions for dishonest nodes. 

The adversary can redirect, drop, corrupt or inject packets into a MANET sending them to any 

node in the network G = (V,E) and may eavesdrop on all communications no matter the network 

structure; she may even request any node under her control to perform any action.  The 

adversary has complete knowledge of the MANET making her more powerful than other 

adversary models for ad hoc networks, including the Byzantine adversarial model [15].  In the 

Byzantine threat model, the adversary can corrupt up to k nodes of G throughout the lifetime of 

the network; we refer to this adversary as a k-adversary and the nodes under her control are 

termed as either corrupted or faulty.  A k-adversary may be passive or active.  A passive 

adversary only eavesdrops on the network and nothing more, but an active k-adversary may use 

up to k nodes under her control to monitor and prevent the normal operations of the network.  

Network messages may be read, dropped, modified or even fabricated by the adversary. 

A more general adversary model is presented in [7].  For this, the adversary can corrupt any 

node set belonging to a set V2⊆Γ , that is monotonic – i.e. for which, if Γ∈X  and XX ⊂′  then 

Γ∈′X .  Γ  is called an adversary structure.  This model clearly extends the Byzantine threats 

model for which { }kXVX ≤⊂=Γ : .  All our results use this extended threat model. 

An optimistic algorithm is a term coined by IBM ® and makes assumptions about likely 

outcomes of future events.  Instead of waiting for an optimistically predicted computation to 

complete, the program continues to execute using the predicted value. Information about the 

correctness of the prediction is piggybacked on messages, and in the event of a misprediction the 

distributed computation is rolled back to a consistent state before the misprediction, and forward 

execution resumes with the correct value.  Predominately implemented in fault-tolerant systems, 

an optimistic algorithm only incurs a cost or penalty in the event of a fault.  When no faults 

occur optimistic algorithms have optimal performance. 

A keyed-hash message authentication code, or HMAC for short, is a message authentication 

code that is calculated using a cryptographic hash function in conjunction with a secret key [3].  
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An HMAC may be used to verify both data integrity and the authenticity of a message.  Any 

iterative hash function such as MD5 [23] or SHA-1 [23] may be used.  An iterative hash function 

breaks up the message into uniform chunks and iterates over them with a compression function.  

Figure 3.1 illustrates how an HMAC works.  An HMAC function takes a variable-length key and 

a variable-length message and produces a fixed-size output called a digest.  The HMAC first 

pads the key with all 0 bits to the specified block size (e.g. 512 bits).  Next it performs an 

exculsive-or (xor) operation on the padded key with a constant string (value 36 in base 16), 

concatenates it with the message to be protected and computes a message digest.  Then the 

HMAC xor’s the padded key with a different constant (value 5c in base 16), concatenates that 

with the result of the first digest, and computes a second digest on the result [3]. 
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Figure 3.1.  HMAC [13] 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

THE PROTOCOL AND DESCRIPTION 

 

In this chapter we define and discuss more precisely how the Optimistic Symmetric Key 

Tracing (O-SKT) algorithm works.  Our tracing algorithm applies to the communication phase of 

a routing protocol.  It is assumed that a routing algorithm such as [12] or [20] is used.  However, 

most routing algorithms used in ad hoc networking can incorporate our proposed idea. 

It is important to note that when a node has been located and reported as malicious by another 

node, it is not possible to tell which node is actually faulty.  In our tracer, each time a node is 

reported as malicious, both the reporting node and the reported are treated as malicious and 

eliminated.  In the worst case, two innocent nodes are sacrificed for every traitor; otherwise one 

non-faulty node is forfeit for one faulty node. 

Section 4.1 introduces some notation that will be used through out this text while section 4.2 

illustrates several scenarios of the O-SKT protocol in action. 

 

4.1  Formal Definition of O-SKT Protocol 

 

The O-SKT is an optimistic malicious node tracing program for communication algorithms 

based on the research done in [4] and [8].  Optimistic algorithms have optimal performance when 

there are no faults and with this algorithm there is no additional cost when all members follow 

the protocol.  When a fault occurs, the cost to locate that fault is one tracing round and two n-

chained hash message authentication codes (HMAC), where n is the number of symmetric keys.  

This process resembles onion layered chaining [25], however for HMACs we have chained 

authentication.  The same assumptions in [4] hold for this scheme, i.e., we assume that all 

HMACs are unforgeable and the adversary is polynomial bounded in the security parameter of 

the HMACs.  We also assume that security associations between the nodes have been established 
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using some external Trusted Third Party (TTP) and that all keys required for our protocol have 

been distributed amongst the nodes.  The network is subject to medium constraints such as weak 

synchrony (the time for a single transmission to be received is bounded by a constant) and 

promiscuity (a packet transmitted by a node will be received by all its neighbors).  Additionally 

the source and destination are trusted, and the route generated by the route discovery phase of 

whatever routing protocol is used is as defined in chapter 3.  The following notation (originally 

developed in [8]) will be used:  

• pktsd = [s, d, sn, seqs, data,[s, d, sn, seqs, data]sd], a packet that has been authenticated by s 
with an HMAC [3] using the shared secret key of s and d.  The packet’s payload contains 
identifiers s, d, a session number sn for the tracing algorithm (unique to each session), the 
sequence number seqs for pktsd. 

 

• seqs and timersd are counters for s; timeout depends on the time taken for a round trip from s 
to d. 

 

• acksd = [s, d, sn, seqs,[s, d, sn, seqs]sd], an acknowledgement of receipt of pktsd authenticated 
by d with an HMAC whose key is the shared secret key of s and d. 

 

• probes is a forward chained HMAC probe using the keys x0xi that the source s (node x0) 
shares with some i

th
 node (xi) on route s = x0 → x1 → x2 → ... → xn = d; it is defined 

recursively as:  
  
 

Hs(z, 1) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,1   (1) 

Hs(z, 2) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,2   (2) 

       M  

Hs(z, i) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,i   (i) 

    M  

Hs(z, n) = z, h0,n      (n) 

 
where z is the payload containing: (s, d, sn, seqs, hash(pktsd), hash(acksd)), and hash is a 
cryptographic hash, i.e. MD-5 or SHA-1 [23].  The probe is created by s, hashed in a chained 

manner as follows:  ),,,( 1,0,0,0 ,0 += inxi hhzhh
i

K , 1,,1 −= ni K  where ih ,0  is an HMAC with 

the shared key of x0 and xi, and )(,0,0 zhh nn = .  

  The authentication chain, H0(z, 1), is passed to node x1 who will verify the probe, strip off 
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tag h0,1 and send the remaining chain (2) to node x2 where the process repeats until the 
destination d = xn gets H0(z, n-1) and strips it off to get H0(z, n).   
 

• frpty is a fault report created by some node y who observes a fault and is hashed in a similar 
recursive fashion as the probe but in reverse: Hy(z, t) = z, h0,y, h1,y, … , ht,y   where z is the 
payload containing the identifiers: (s, d, y, succ(y), [xi or NULL], sn, seqs); succ(y) is the 
successor node blamed for failure by y.  The [xi or NULL] field is used in the event a node 
creates a malicious fault report to cause some other node further up stream to falsely accuse 
an innocent neighbor.  A node who receives an invalid or corrupt fault report would create a 
new fault report naming the creator of the malicious fault report (xi) in addition to itself and 
its successor. 

 

• timerxy, bound on time taken for a packet going round trip from node x to y. 

 

 

4.2  The O-SKT Protocol Description 

 

In this section, we offer a simple example with several scenarios to illustrate how the O-SKT 

algorithm will work in a mobile ad hoc network and how it adapts to various situations when an 

adversary is present.  Let source = s, a, b, c, x, y, d = destination be the path discovered during 

the route discovery phase of a routing protocol.  Note that all non-faulty nodes in this path 

should be neighbors.  However, establishing neighbors in mobile ad hoc networks is not an easy 

task.  For example, in the invisible node attack (INA) [16] there are no present mechanisms that 

can prevent an invisible node from interposing itself between two non-neighboring nodes x, y in 

such a way that x and y are fooled into believing they are neighbors.  If this intruder were to act 

up by dropping or corrupting packets, he will not be traced and this protocol will frame two 

innocent nodes.  To date, no secure routing algorithm is immune from INA; therefore, O-SKT is 

susceptible to this limitation.  We acknowledge that not all adversary nodes may be traceable; 

however, if the route discovery phase produces a legitimate path as described in chapter 3, 

section 3.1 then our tracer will succeed in either sending a packet to a destination or trace at least 

one faulty node. 
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4.2.1  Case 1 – Everyone follows the rules (Optimistic Round) 

 

Source s sends a packet authenticated by using an HMAC with the symmetric key it shares 

with the destination d (pktsd) and sets its timer (timersd).  The timer is set to allow for enough 

time for a round trip: the number of hops times an upper bound, τ, on the time allocated for each 

hop.  Each node along the path to d stores a record of the transaction, i.e. the hash of the contents 

of pktsd, and forwards pktsd along to its successor.  These nodes only keep the records for a brief 

period of time, expunging them when either the communication phase between the source and 

destination have concluded successfully, or after a faulty node has been traced.  When 

destination d successfully receives pktsd, it constructs acksd – an acknowledgement to send to s.  

Each intermediate node between s and d stores a hash of the acksd contents before passing acksd 

to its predecessor.  The acksd makes it back to s before timersd lapses, thus ensuring s its packet 

reached d without incident.  Figure 4.1 demonstrates the optimistic round. 

 

 

 

 

s a db c x y 

timersd 
pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd 

acksd acksd acksd acksd acksd acksd 

 

Figure 4.1.  A round of the Optimistic Symmetric Key Tracing algorithm when there are no 
faults.  Source s sends a packet to destination d successfully.  On receipt, destination d creates 
and returns an acknowledgement to s. 
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4.2.2  Case 2 -- Tracing Round 

 

What happens if the source receives neither a valid acksd from the destination nor a valid frpty 

from some node y?  The O-SKT protocol then initiates the tracing round to identify the faulty 

node.  Figure 4.2 illustrates the scenario as follows.  Source s sends an authenticated HMAC 

packet pktsd to destination d but along the way a malicious node (c) drops pktsd or corrupts it.  

The source’s timer will expire since it will not receive a valid acksd from the destination d.  As a 

result, s constructs probes (the construction process is explained later in this section) with the 

payload [s, d, sn, seqs, hash(pktsd), hash( acksd)].  Note that the source has all the ingredients 

necessary to construct by itself the acknowledgement it should have received for the dropped 

packet. 

Upon receipt of the probe, each intermediate node validates and compares the contents of the 

probe with its own record of pktsd and acksd.  If pktsd matches but the acksd does not, which is the 

case in our example because pktsd was sent but no acksd was received, the intermediate node sets 

its timer (round-trip from its position on the route to the destination) and forwards the probe to 

its successor who repeats the validation and examination process.  In this protocol the nodes set 

timers with decreasing expiration times so that a fault report is only issued by a non faulty node 

when its successor is faulty.   

When the probe is forwarded to a node that has no record of both pktsd and acksd (neither the 

packet nor the acknowledgement will match the contents of the probe), it does not pass the probe 

on and remains silent (see figure 4.2) causing an upstream node’s timer to expire (timerbd in our 

example).  Upon timeout, node b constructs an frptb blaming c as the packet dropper and passes 

the fault report back to s.  On the way to s, each intermediate node validates the frptb before 

passing it on to its predecessor.  If the frpt is found to be invalid, then the node who first 

“notices” the invalid report constructs an frpt of its own naming its successor and the creator of 

the suspect frpt as malicious or faulty.  The next case will demonstrate what happens when a 

malicious node attempts to frame an innocent node. 
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Once the fault report reaches s, the source will know a problem exists with either node b or c.  

Both nodes are thrown out because non-repudiation is not possible with a symmetric system (b 

could be lying). 

 

 

 

s a db x y 

timersd 

expires pktsd pktsd 

c 

timersd 

for probes 

probes probes 

timerad timerbd 

probes 

frpt constructed by b when 

timerbd timesout 

frptb frptb 

 
Figure 4.2.  A tracing round in which malicious node c drops a packet en route to d.  When the 
timersd lapses, it constructs a probe to flesh out the faulty node.  Each subsequent node on the 
path validates and examines the probe before forwarding it on.  The node whose record neither 
matches the probe’s packet and acknowledgement, holds the probe and remains silent.  
Eventually the timerbd expires and it creates the frptb blaming c for the fault. 
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Note that if node c had simply dropped the probe instead of passing it on, c would have signed 

its own “death warrant” as the timer of its predecessor would still elapse causing a frpt to be 

constructed and sent back to s.  The above example (figure 4.2) illustrates that even if a 

malicious node “acts” innocent and cooperative when it is “aware” of an investigation, it still 

will be found out.  A similar scenario will play out if node c corrupted the packet instead of 

dropping it.  In particular, node x (and every remaining node on the route to d) would not have 

the correct record of the packet so it would hold the probe and remain silent (see table 4.1). 

The authentication chain of the probe is illustrated in figure 4.3 and is based on the routing 

example depicted in figure 4.2.  When s receives no valid ack or frpt, it builds the probe using 

successive symmetric key HMACs starting with the shared key between s and d, and working 

back by hashing the resulting payload with node s and y’s shared key, followed by hashing that 

result with key sx and so on until the entire probe is hashed with s’s immediate successor’s 

shared symmetric key (node a in the illustrated example). 

[sn, hash(pktsd), hash(acksd)], hsd(1), hsy(2), hsx(3), hsc(4), hsb(5), hsa(6) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 4.3.  The forward authentication chain of the probe based on the 
example of figure 4.2.  The payload is abbreviated to save space in this 
illustration and is authenticated in a chained fashion. 
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Once the probe is constructed, s sends it to its successor (a) who takes section 6 (see figure 

4.3) and hashes it with the shared key (sa).  If the result matches a’s tag, hsa(6), node a strips 

away its tag and forwards the remaining probe to its successor only when the probe’s contents 

match pktsd and not acksd.  Each subsequent node will validate and peel away a layer of the probe 

before forwarding it on.  As mentioned above, the probe stops when both the packet and the 

acknowledgement of the probe do not match a node’s record of the packet and 

acknowledgement.  A node will also not forward a probe if both the packet and 

acknowledgement match its record to trace node(s) colluding with a malicious node and to deal 

with situations when an acknowledgement is dropped, corrupted, or forged.  Table 4.1 outlines 

when a node forwards or does not forward a probe.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

If for some reason, the probe is found invalid by a node (it has been tampered with), then that 

node will not forward the probe.  The node upstream of the tampering node will construct a frpt 

TABLE 4.1 
POSSIBLE STATES DURING PROBING ROUND 

Packet Acknowledgement Action Node Takes 

Matches Matches Do not forward; remain silent 

Matches No Match Forward probe to successor 

No Match Match Can not happen 

No Match No Match Do not forward; remain silent 

Actions taken when a node receives a probe.  The probe is only forwarded if its packet 
matches the node’s packet record but the acks do not match. 
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naming the guilty node once its timer expires. 

After a probe stops, the first upstream node whose timer lapses, constructs the frpt in a similar 

authentication chain as the probe was constructed.  In our previous example (figure 4.2), the 

probe stopped at node x.  Since node b did not receive a valid frpt it constructs its own frptb as 

shown in figure 4.4 (a): 

 

 

 

Once the frpt is constructed, it is then sent back to s.   

Continuing with our example, node a receives and authenticates section 2 of frptb (figure 4.4).  

If it matches hab(2), node a strips off its tag, hashes the remaining fault report (section 2) using 

the shared key between  a and the node preceding a (thus committing node a to the validity of 

the frpt it received from b as shown in figure 4.4 (b)), and sends the new tag along with the 

remaining frpt to its predecessor who repeats the verification process.  It is necessary for each 

node to hash the remaining fault report before passing it on to its predecessor; unless a node 

[sn, b, succ(b) = c, NULL], hsb(1), hab(2) 

1

2

[sn, b, succ(b) = c, NULL], hsb(1), hsa(2) 

1

2

(a)

(b)

 
 

Figure 4.4.  The reverse authentication chain of fault report frptb.  
The payload is abbreviated to save space.  (a) the fault report 
created by node b.  (b) the fault report after validated by node a 
with a’s commitment tag. 
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authenticates an frpt it can never be certain that the report came from its neighbor downstream (a 

malicious node could slip in a bad frpt). Eventually, the frpt wends its way back to s who will 

know the faulty node(s). 

On the other hand, if a node receives an invalid frpt from its successor, then that node 

constructs an frpt of its own naming its successor and the creator of the received frpt.  An frpt is 

only forwarded when it is valid; a malicious node would have to tamper with the frpt then pass it 

to its predecessor or create a malicious frpt to induce some node upstream into falsely accusing 

another innocent node as explained in the next case. 

 

4.2.3  Case 3 – The Rogue Reporter Attack 
 

Suppose malicious node c creates an frpt in such a way that node a can not validate it upon 

receipt.  For example, node c can create a fake tag using the symmetric key between itself and 

node a (see figure 4.5).   

 

 

Node b validates the report, hashes section 2 using its symmetric key with node a, and passes it 

along to a, who will take the contents in section 2 and attempt to validate it with its HMAC.  

 
[sn, xi, succ(xi) = xj, NULL], hsc(1), hac(2)

′
, hbc(3) 

1

2

3

 
 

Figure 4.5.  A fault report frptc created by malicious node 
c that purposely created a faulty tag, hac(2)′  When node a 
receives the frpt, it will hash the contents of section 2 with 
hac(2) and see it does not equal the tag received from c. 
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Since hac(2)  ≠ hac(2)′, node a will generate its own fault report but this fault report will contain 

an extra identifier naming the original creator of the malicious frpt (i.e. s, d, a, succ(a) = b, c, sn, 

seqs).  Figure 4.6 depicts the rogue reporter scenario. 

 

 

 

 

s a db x y 

timers 

expires pktsd pktsd 

c 

timersd 

for probs 

probes probes 

timerad timerbd 

probes probes 

a malicious frpt constructed 

by c attempting to frame b 

frptc 

frpta 

frptc 

a's tag does not match frpt 

contents.  a creates an frpt 

naming b and c 

 

Figure 4.6.  A case where a rogue reporter creates a fault report framing an innocent node. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SECURITY PROOF 

 

In the previous chapter we introduced the formal notation and demonstrated how the 

Optimistic Symmetric Key Tracing protocol works with several examples.  Now we formally 

demonstrate that the O-SKT tracing algorithm, illustrated in figure 5.1, will succeed in either 

sending a packet to a destination or trace at least one faulty node. 

 

 

5.1  Notations and Theorem 

 

Let the routing path from source s to destination d be:  dxxxxs nn == − ,,,, 110 L  with the 

following notations and definitions: 

• Let t

tt

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

kk hhhhataH ,1,1,1,0 ,,,,,),( −−= L for nkt <<≤1 ,  

• 
0)0,( kk aaH =  and 

• .1,,,,,),( ,1,1,0 nkhhhakaH k

kk

k

k

k

k

k

kk <≤= −L  

• We have:  

o ),( taH k is a failreport of node xk if bxa k

t

k = where b is either xk+1 or xk+1xq for 

some tq <≤1 . 

o ),( taH k is authenticated by node xt if: )( ,1,1,0,1,1

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

ktt

t

tt hhhahh −−− = L . 

o ),( taH k is a valid failreport if:  it is a failreport of node xk with 

)( ,2,1,0,1,1

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

kkt

t

kt hhhahh −−− = L ; otherwise it is not valid. 

• ),( kaH k is correct if:  bxa k

t

k = , where b is either xk+1 or xk+1xq and ),( taH k  is valid for 
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all kt ,,1 K= ; otherwise it is incorrect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source s.  Set seqs = 0.  While connection to d has not terminated do: 

1. Set timers and send pktsd to succ(s). 

2. If acksd is received before timeout then set seqs = seqs + 1 

3. Otherwise: 

a. Set timersd and send probs to succ(s). 

b. If a valid frpty is received before timeout then y, succ(y), or creator of a previous bad frptx
i, xi, 

is malicious. 

c. Else succ(s) is malicious. 

Intermediate node x.  When pktsd is received: 

1. Send pktsd to succ(x). 

2. If a matching acksd is received then send acksd to prec(x). 

3. Else if a valid probs is received then 

a. Set timerxd and send probs to succ(x). 

b. If a valid frpty is received before timerxd timeout then send frpty to prec(x). 

c. Else construct and send frptx to prec(x). 

Destination d.  When a valid pktsd is received: 

1. Construct and send acksd to prec(d). 

 
 

Figure 5.1.  The optimistic symmetric key tracing algorithm. 
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In the routing protocol’s tracing round: 

1. If an intermediate node tx does not receive an authenticated failreport from 1+tx  before 

timeout, then tx computes and sends to 1−tx  a correct failreport: ),( taH t with 1+= tt

t

t xxa . 

2. If an intermediate node tx  receives an authenticated and valid failreport )1,( +taH k  from 

1+tx  before timeout, then tx  computes and sends to 1−tx the authenticated failreport: 

),( taH k with 1+= t

k

t

k aa and 1,,0,1

,, −== + tihh t

ki

t

ki K . 

3. If an intermediate node tx  receives an authenticated failreport )1,( +taH k from 1+tx  that 

is not valid before timeout, then tx  computes and sends to 1−tx  a correct failreport: 

),( taH tt  with kttt xxxa 1+= .  Our justification stems from the fact that if a non-faulty xt+1 

did not receive an authenticated failreport H(ak, t+2) that is valid, then xt+1 would have 

sent to xt a correct failreport H(at,t).  This is not the case.  It follows that either xt+1 is 

faulty, or that H(ak, t+2) is valid and that xk validated a failreport with an invalid 

component.  So either xt+1 is faulty, or xk is faulty. 

With the preceding notation and protocol description in place, we may now present our 

theorem as follows: 

 

 

 

Theorem  For any Γ-adversary, the optimistic O-SKT communication routing algorithm 

succeeds in either sending packet pktsd to destination d, or tracing at least one faulty  node. 
 

 

 

5.2  Proof of Theorem 

 

There are several cases that must be considered in our proof and figure 5.2 depicts the strategy 

we will use. 
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It is obvious that when all nodes obey the protocol, destination d will receive pktsd and s will 

receive acksd.  Secondly, if s gets a valid acksd, then because we assume that HMACs are 

unforgeable and because d will only construct a valid matching acksd if the received pktsd is 

valid, d must have received pktsd. 

Suppose the source s = x0 has not received a valid acknowledgement acksd from x1 before 

timeout and that s has sent a probes downstream.  We distinguish two cases. 

 

s gets valid acksd 

OK 

s does not get valid acksd

Case A: no frpt

x1 faulty 

Case B: valid frpt 

Case B1: fully 

authenticated frpt 

Case B2: partially 

authenticated frpt 

Trace 

malicious 

nodes 

Trace 

malicious 

nodes 

 
 

Figure 5.2.  Schematic of the proof of theorem.  If the source gets a valid acknowledgement 
then we are ok.  If not, then in case A the source’s neighbor is faulty.  In case B we must 
show two conditions: That a fully authenticated failreport will catch at least one faulty node 
(B1) and, in B2, that even a partially authenticated (or partially damaged or corrupted) node 
will still find at least one faulty node. 
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Case A:  s does not receive an authenticated failreport from x1 by timeout.  Then x1 is faulty. 

 

Case B:  s did receive an authenticated failreport 1

,0

1)1,( ttt haaH = from x1, for some 1 ≤ t < n.  

Case B1: )1,( taH is valid.  Then bxa tt =1  with b either xt+1 or xt+1xq and )( 1

,0

1

,0 t
ahh tt = .  Now 

only one node (other than x0) that could have validated 1

,0

1

tt ha  is xt.  Therefore one of xt, xt+1, xq is 

faulty. 

 

Case B2:  )1,( taH  is not valid.  If x1 were not faulty, the failreport )2,( taH it received from x2 

would have been authenticated and valid (otherwise x1 would have sent a correct failreport; this 

is not the case since we are assuming that )1,( taH is not valid).  This means that: bxa tt =2 for 

some string b and )( 1

,0

1

,1

2

,1 tttt hahh = .  Now only xt could have validated 1

,0

1

tt ha .  So xt must have 

validated a failreport with an invalid component.  This means that xt is faulty.  Therefore either 

x1 is faulty or xt is faulty. 

 

We conclude that if s does not receive an acknowledgement before timeout for a packet pktsd is 

sent to d, then depending on the failreport that s has received, either x1 is faulty (Case A), or one 

of xt, xt+1, xq is faulty (Case B1), or one of x1, xt is faulty (Case B2).               

 

Once again we reiterate that O-SKT is a tracing algorithm for communication protocols over 

an established path in which honest nodes are actual neighbors.  So far there are no effective 

mechanisms to trace faulty nodes during a route discovery phase thereby preventing man-in-the-

middle relay attacks.  Only out-of-system mechanisms (temporal, locational, or a combination of 

both) can possibly counter this type of attack. 
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5.3  Timing Attacks 

 

Next we show that O-SKT is not vulnerable to malicious timing attacks under our weak 

synchrony assumption. 

Suppose node xi has set its timer ti but has not received anything at timeout.  Then node xi+1 

must have set his timer at ti - 2τ and there are two cases:  xi has received something before 

timeout.  Then xi+1 is faulty.  Else xi+1 would have issued a fault report.  Therefore we conclude 

that if the timer of xi timed out without xi having received a fault report then xi+1 is faulty. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

TESLA 

 

There are other symmetric chain authentication mechanisms employing one-way hash chains 

such as TESLA [21] that could be incorporated into our proposed tracing algorithm.  However, 

in this chapter we show there are no additional savings by doing so. 

 

6.1  Overview of TESLA 

 

TESLA [21] (Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication) is an efficient broadcast 

authentication protocol that requires loose time synchronization.  TESLA was designed to 

counteract malicious packet injection attacks that are easy to execute in many broadcast 

networks.  The authentication scheme provides a means for recipients to verify that the broadcast 

packets they received did in fact originate from the claimed source without the high 

computational and bandwidth overhead of digital signatures.  Emulating asymmetric key security 

in a symmetric key world, TELSA mitigates the overhead by using only symmetric HMACs and 

a synchronized key revelation schedule.   Here is a sketch of the basic approach according to the 

literature: 

♦ First the sender must create a one-way key chain.  Starting with a random initial key KN, 

the sender repeatedly computes a one-way hash function H on this initial key value:  KN-1 

= H(KN), KN-2 = H(KN-1), … .  In general, Ki = H(Ki+1) = H
N-i

(KN).  To compute any 

previous key Kj from a key Ki, j < i, a receiver uses the equation Kj = H
i-j

(Ki).  To 

authenticate any past received key on the one-way key chain, the receiver applies this 

equation to the newly revealed key it just received from the sender.  This new key should 

match a previously known authentic key on the chain (see figure 6.1).  
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♦ Next, the sender determines a schedule at which it discloses each key of its one-way key 

chain in reverse order of generation.  For example, the sender will reveal the keys in the 

order K0, K1,…,KN.  A key disclosure schedule could be as simple as revealing key Ki at 

time T0 + i x d, where T0 is the time at which K0 is published, and d is the key disclosure 

interval. 

♦ Once the key chain and the disclosure schedule have been determined, the sender must 

construct another one-way hash function F that will be used to generate the key to 

validate the HMAC.  In general key Ki on the one-way key chain will be used to create 

key Ki
′
 = F(Ki). 

♦ TESLA requires loose time synchronization between the senders and the receivers; 

usually this time synchronization error is simply the round trip time it would take to send 

a packet between the senders and the receivers.  Before broadcasting, the sender splits up 

the time into time intervals of uniform duration.  Next, the sender takes the values from 

the one-way key chain and assigns those values sequentially to the time intervals (one 

key per interval).  For example, key Ki is assigned to time interval i.  The sender will only 

disclose the keys assigned to the intervals after the agreed upon disclosure time d as 

KN KN-1 K1 K0 

H(KN) H(KN-1) 
KN-2 … 

H(K2) H(K1) 

Generate 

Use/Reveal 

 
 

Figure 6.1.  One-way key chain.  The sender generates this chain by randomly 
selecting KN and repeatedly applying the one-way function H.  The sender reveals the 
keys in the opposite order. 
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outline above. 

♦ The sender attaches an HMAC to each packet.  The HMAC is computed over the entire 

contents of the packet.  For each packet, the sender determines the time interval and uses 

the corresponding key from the one-way key chain as a cryptographic key to compute the 

HMAC.  The sender also encloses in the packet the most recent one-way key value that it 

can disclose. 

♦ Each recipient that receives the packet performs the following operation.  It knows the 

schedule for disclosing keys and, since the clocks are loosely synchronized, can check 

that the key used to compute the HMAC is still secret (the sender must release this key no 

sooner than the synchronization error otherwise an adversary can use it to forge packets).  

If the HMAC key is still secret, then the recipient buffers the packet. 

♦ Once the appropriate key is disclosed for a time interval, each sender authenticates it by 

performing the number of repeated hashes (using H ) necessary to check if this new key 

matches the previously released key the sender enclosed in the packet.  If this new key 

checks out, the receiver then generates the HMAC key (using F) from the new key and 

authenticates the HMAC of the buffered packet.  If the HMAC is correct, the receiver 

accepts the packet. 

 

6.2  Using TESLA 

 

The TESLA protocol has been implemented in a MANET setting; predominantly in routing 

protocols such as Ariadne [9] and SOADV [26].  There is no reason why TESLA could not be 

used in our proposed symmetric-chained tracing algorithm.  Although in doing so we gain no 

additional benefits.  TESLA suffers from the same non-repudiation issues and, in the worst case, 

will still sacrifice up to three nodes for each malicious attack during the tracing round.  The only 

way to reduce the number of blamed nodes is to use a public key tracer such as [4], and then the 

number of blamed nodes will be reduced to two. 

TESLA was designed for networks that deal with masses of broadcast data, which MANETs 
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typically do not have.  The fault report, once created by the originator, is passed to its 

predecessor who validates and then commits to the validity of the report before forwarding it on.  

In fact, it may cost more to use TESLA due to the higher key setup overhead necessary to 

execute the protocol.  Additionally, there would be delays in forwarding the fault reports as each 

intermediate node would have to wait for the originator to reveal the key necessary for 

validation. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.2.  TESLA protocol courtesy of [21].  At the top is the one-way key chain generated 
using one-way function F, and the derived HMAC keys using the one-way function F

′
.  Time 

advances left-to-right and is split into intervals of uniform duration.  At the bottom are the 
packets sent by the sender in each time interval.  For each packet, the sender uses the key that 
corresponds to the time interval to compute the HMAC of the packet.  For example for packet 
Pj+3, the sender computes an HMAC using key K

′
i+1.  Assuming a key disclosure of d=2, 

packet Pj+3 would also carry key Ki-1 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 

In this work we have made several assumptions: namely, that some trusted third party (TTP) 

distributes the keys among the nodes in the MANET, and that the participating nodes will not 

divulge their secret keys.  In future works we must address the issues of how to set up a TTP that 

will work effectively and efficiently without destroying the ad hoc characteristics of the network 

and how to use the chain authenticated fault reports. 

How will our proposed tracing algorithm stand up to a Sybil attack [6]?  In our design, the 

adversary will pay for each successful attack and as long as the adversary is limited to corrupting 

no more than k nodes such that k < n, the total number of nodes in the network, then the MANET 

should converge to fault free status.  However, if the adversary is able to recruit another k nodes, 

then another set and so on, the adversary will eventually win.  More research is needed to see if 

our symmetric tracer can effectively deal with such attacks.  Furthermore, our proposed tracer is 

at the mercy of the route discovery mechanism employed.  There is no such thing as a secure 

routing algorithm ensuring a path is free from man-in-the-middle relay attacks in the general 

adversarial model.  Clearly more work needs to be done in this area to prevent malicious nodes 

from fabricating their positions to one another and especially prevent them from being 

transparent in a communications route. 

We must also develop trust models to deal with fault reports.  When the source node receives a 

fault report, it knows that up to three nodes may be bad.  How, then, does the source relay to the 

rest of the network its adverse experience with these blamed nodes?  Do the remaining nodes 

take the source’s information at face value or should there be a mechanism whereby the source 

must commit to the validity of its report?  How do we prevent an outside adversary from 

tampering with the reports in order to falsely accuse an otherwise innocent node? 

We need to also address the issue of what to do with Byzantine nodes once they are fleshed 
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out.  Do we neutralize them?  Do we revocate them?  If so how?  Several ideas include: 

cordoning the bad guys into a separate area much like a “holding cell”; or revealing the 

malicious node’s secret key thus marking the node as untrustworthy and essentially 

excommunicating it from the network. 
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CHAPTER 8 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The next generation of computing technology is expected to rely heavily on mobile ad hoc 

networks.  MANETs are easily deployable and configurable making them ideal in environments 

where the communication infrastructure is either limited or non-existent.  However, before this 

new pervasive computing design can be implemented, numerous security issues must be 

overcome.  Routing algorithms and security protocols have failed to either prevent or even 

tolerate malicious behavior leaving tracing algorithms as the next best approach. 

We examined two tracing protocols.  One used a divide and conquer philosophy to hone in on 

a fault link in a binary search fashion.  Regrettably, using past behavior will not catch those 

adversaries who exhibit unpredictable behavior.  The other used an efficient optimistic method to 

identify the guilty nodes.  It relies on a public key cryptosystem and therefore can only be used 

by ad hoc networks with sufficient computation resources.  Weaker systems that can only utilize 

hash functions are not able to take advantage of this tracing algorithm. 

As a result of our research, we have achieved our goal by proposing an optimistic Byzantine 

tracing algorithm, for use during communication over established paths, based on the 

asymmetric optimistic tracing protocol mentioned above.  Instead of using digital signatures, we 

take advantage of the computational efficiency of HMACs, and use a (forward/reverse) chain 

authenticated mechanism reminiscent of TESLA.  With this algorithm, ad hoc networks that can 

not employ encryption or public key mechanisms, but only hash functions may have an effective 

Byzantine tracing program of their own.  The algorithm is guaranteed to successfully deliver 

packets from source to destination or, in the event of a problem, trace at least one faulty or 

malicious node. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

The following material is the original research technical report submitted to the Florida State 

University Computer Science Department and is available on line at http:// 

www.cs.fsu.edu/research/reports.php. 

  
 

Abstract—Before Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

(MANETs) become a mainstay in computing 

applications, many security issues need to be addressed.  

One such issue is the insider threat.  How does one find 

and effectively neutralize a malicious node?  This paper 

outlines a plan for improving a proposed Byzantine 

tracing algorithm by using keyed message 

authentication codes (HMACs) in place of digital 

signatures.  An HMAC is computationally more 

efficient and therefore less of a strain on a node’s 

limited resources.  Tracing algorithms allow 

intermediate nodes to be more proactive in finding and 

hopefully neutralizing malicious nodes. 

 
Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, Byzantine faults, 

fault-tracing. 

INTRODUCTION 

echnological advances have brought ad hoc 
networks closer to reality and next generation 
computing applications are expected to rely 

heavily on this new type of network infrastructure.  
Unfortunately, before ad hoc networks can be 
successfully deployed, many security issues must 

                                                        
 

* This material is based on work partly supported by 
the NSF grant DUE 0243117. 

be addressed.  One such issue includes insider 
threats.  A malicious node on a routing path may 
try to redirect packets, perform a denial of service 
attack by engaging a node in resource consuming 
activities such as routing packets in a loop, or may 
simply just drop the packet altogether. The 
problem: how does one find such malicious faults 
and then how does one effectively neutralize 
them? 

Tracing malicious (insider) nodes in ad hoc 
networks is not as easy it appears.  One such 
algorithm proposed in [1] is clever but 
computationally expensive; finding the fault in 
log(n) time.  Additionally, the algorithm uses past 
performance to find the insider and assumes that 
nodes do not conspire.  This Bayesian approach 
will not work with nodes that exhibit Byzantine 
behavior.  The tracing algorithms in [4], [5] 
address the weaknesses of [1] much more 
efficiently thus making it hard for a malicious 
insider to avoid detection by acting non-
maliciously when the insider “knows” it is being 
investigated.  

The goal of this paper is to improve the 
performance of the tracing algorithm presented in 
[4] by using a keyed message authentication code 
(HMAC) instead of a digital signature scheme.  In 
particular, we wish to emulate asymmetric 

Tracing Faults in MANETs Using Symmetric 
Authentication Chains

*
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authentication in a purely symmetric setting 
similar in scope to [7] but at a cheaper cost.  
Symmetric key authentication is computationally 
more efficient than digital signing and therefore 
less of a drain on a node’s resources.  Public key 
systems also require longer key lengths than 
symmetric systems for an equivalent level of 
security -- 3072 bits is the suggested key length for 
most asymmetric systems compared to the 128 bit 
key lengths recommended for most shared key 
programs.  Longer key lengths make for stronger 
security, however, the computation is expensive by 
an order of ten times.  Weaker sensor devices that 
can only use hash functions but no encryption are 
not able to take advantage of the optimal tracing 
algorithm in [4].  Never the less, we show that 
weaker ad hoc devices may still employ a 
Byzantine tracing program using symmetric 
authentication chains. 

A PROPOSED FAULT 

TRACER USING 

SYMMETRIC 

AUTHENTICATION CHAIN 

We propose to build on the optimized Byzantine 

tracing algorithm outlined in [4] by replacing the 

digital signatures of the packets, acks 

(acknowledgements) and the frpts (fault reports) with 

HMACs [3] in the following way: the source will 

send a packet (pktsd) authenticated with a keyed 

message authentication code, using a shared key 

between the source and the destination.  It is assumed 

a routing algorithm such as [5] or [6] is used, but 

most routing algorithms used in ad hoc networking 

can be extended to use our proposed scheme. 

The Destination, when receiving the packet from 

source s, constructs an acknowledgement (acksd) also 

using HMACs.  The acksd contains important 

information regarding the transaction between the 

source and destination including a session number 

and the hash of the packet.  The destination then 

sends acksd to the intermediate nodes for delivery 

back to the source. 

The intermediate node(s), in addition to 

forwarding packets from source to destination, keep a 

record of the contents of pktsd and acksd (their hashed 

values) for future validations in the event of a fault.  

If the source’s timer expires before receiving a 

valid acksd, then the source constructs a probe to find 

the origin of the fault.  This probe is chain 

authenticated and contains a payload identifying the 

correct pktsd and acksd, which the intermediate nodes 

use to compare with their record of the transaction 

between the source and destination.  The aim of the 

probe is to hone in on the guilty party and set off a 

chain of events whereby the nodes on the path will 

issue a fault report (frpt), which is also chain 

authenticated in a similar fashion as the probe, 

naming the malicious node.  How the probe and the 

chain authentication scheme works will be described 

in the next section.  

THE OPTIMISTIC 

SYMMETRIC KEY TRACING 

ALGORITHM 

In this section we define and discuss more 

precisely how the Optimistic Symmetric Key Tracing 

(O-SKT) algorithm works. 

Formal Definition of the O-SKT 
protocol 
The O-SKT is an optimistic1 malicious node 

tracing program based on the work done in [4].  With 

this algorithm there is no additional cost when there 

are no faults.  When a fault occurs, the cost to locate 

that fault is one tracing round and two n-chained 

hash message authentication codes (HMAC), where n 

is the number of symmetric keys.  This process 

resembles onion layered chaining [9], however for 

HMACs we have chained authentication.  The same 

assumptions in [4] hold for this scheme; additionally 

the source and destination are trusted.  The following 

notation will be used: 

 

pktsd = [s, d, sn, seqs, data]sd, a packet that has been 

authenticated by s with an HMAC [3] using the 

shared secret key of s and d.  The packet’s payload 

contains identifiers s, d, a session number sn for the 

tracing algorithm (unique to each session), the 

                                                        
1 Optimistic algorithms have optimal performance when there 

are no faults. 
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sequence number seqs for pktsd. 

 

seqs and timers are counters for s; timeout depends on 

the time taken for a round trip from s to d. 

 

acksd = [s, d, sn, seqs]sd, an acknowledgement of 

receipt of pkts authenticated by d with an HMAC 

whose key is the shared secret key of s and d. 

 

probes is a chained HMAC probe using the keys x0xi 

that the source s (node x0) shares with node xi on 

route s = x0 → x1 → x2 → ... → xn = d; it is defined 

recursively as:  

  

Hs(z, 1) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,1  (1) 

Hs(z, 2) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,2  (2) 

  M  

Hs(z, i) = z, h0,n, h0,n-1, …, h0,i  (i) 

  M  

Hs(z, n) = z, h0,n     (n) 

 
where z is the payload containing: (s, d, sn, seqs, 

hash(pktsd), hash(acksd)), and hash is a cryptographic 

hash, i.e. MD-5 or SHA-1 [8].  The probe is created 

by s, hashed in a chained manner as follows:   

 

),,,( 1,0,0,0 ,0 += inxi hhzhh
i

K , 1,,1 −= ni K  where ih ,0  

is an HMAC with the shared key of x0 and xi, and 

)(,0,0 zhh nn = . 

  The authentication chain, H0(z, 1), is passed to node 

x1 who will verify the probe, strip off tag h0,1 and 

send the remaining chain (2) to node x2 where the 

process repeats until the destination d = xn gets H0(z, 

n-1) and strips it off to get H0(z, n).   

 

frpty is a fault report created by some node y who 

observes a fault and is hashed in a similar recursive 

fashion as the probe: Hy(Z, t) = Z, h0,y, h1,y, … , ht,y   

where z is the payload containing the identifiers: (s, 

d, y, succ(y), [xi or NULL], sn, seqs); succ(y) is the 

successor node blamed for failure by y.  The [xi or 

NULL] field is used in the event a node creates a 

malicious fault report to cause some other node 

further up stream to falsely accuse an innocent 

neighbor.  A node who receives an invalid or corrupt 

fault report would create a new fault report naming 

the creator of the malicious fault report (xi) in 

addition to itself and its successor. 

 

timerxy, bound on time taken for a packet going round 

trip from node x to y. 

 
 

1) Case 1 -- Everyone follows the rules (The 

optimistic round): Source s sends a packet 

authenticated by using an HMAC with the symmetric 

key it shares with the destination d (pktsd) and sets its 

timer (timers).  The timer is set to allow for enough 

time for a round trip: the number of hops times an 

upper bound, τ, on the time allocated for each hop 

(figure 1).  Each node along the path to d stores a 

record of the transaction, i.e. the contents of pktsd and 

forwards it along to its successor.  When destination 

d successfully receives pktsd, it constructs acksd – an 

acknowledgement to send to s.  Each intermediate 

node between s and d stores a copy of the acksd 

contents before passing the ack to its predecessor.  

The acksd makes it back to s before timers lapses, thus 

ensuring s its packet reached d without incident. 

2) Case 2 -- Source receives neither a valid ack 

nor frpt from destination (The tracing round): source 

s sends an authenticated HMAC packet pktsd to 

destination d but along the way a malicious node 

drops pktsd (figure 2) or corrupts it.  The source’s 

timer will expire since it will not receive a valid acksd 

from the destination d.  As a result, s constructs 

probes (the construction process is explained later in 

this section) with the payload [s, d, sn, seqs, 

hash(pktsd), hash( acksd)].   

 

s a db c x y

timers 
pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd pktsd 

acksd acksd acksd acksd acksd acksd 

 
Fig. 1.  A round of the Optimistic Symmetric Key Tracing algorithm 
when there are no faults.  Source s sends a packet to destination d 
successfully.  Destination d creates and sends an acknowledgement 
back to s signifying that the packet arrived with no problems. 
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Upon receipt of the probe, each intermediate node 

validates and compares the contents of the probe with 

its own record of pktsd and acksd.  If pktsd matches but 

the acksd does not, which is the case in our example 

because pktsd was sent but no acksd was received from 

d, the intermediate node sets its timer and forwards 

the probe to its successor who repeats the validation 

and examination process.  When the probe is 

forwarded to a node that has no record of both pktsd 

and acksd (neither the packet nor the 

acknowledgement will match the contents of the 

probe), it does not pass the probe on and remains 

silent (see figure 2) causing an upstream node’s timer 

to expire (timerb in our example).  Upon timeout, 

node b constructs an frpt blaming c as the packet 

dropper and passes the fault report back to s.  On the 

way to s, each intermediate node validates the frpt 

before passing it on to its predecessor.  If the frpt is 

found to be invalid, then the node who first “notices” 

the invalid report constructs an frpt of its own 

naming its successor and the creator of the suspect 

frpt as malicious or faulty.  The next case will 

demonstrate what happens when a malicious node 

attempts to frame an innocent node.   

Once the fault report reaches s, the source will 

know a problem exists with either node b or c.  Both 

nodes are thrown out because non-repudiation is not 

possible with a symmetric 

system (b could be lying). 

Note that if node c had simply dropped the probe 

instead of passing it on, c would have signed its own 

“death warrant” as the timer of its predecessor would 

still elapse causing a frpt to be constructed and sent 

back to s.  The above example illustrates that even if 

a malicious node “acts” innocent and cooperative 

when it is “aware” of an investigation, it still will be 

found out. 

The authentication chain linking of the probe is 

illustrated in figure 3 and is based on the routing 

example depicted in figure 2.  When s receives no 

valid ack or frpt, it builds the probe using successive 

symmetric key HMACs starting with the shared key 

between s and d, and working back by hashing the 

resulting payload with node s and y’s shared key, 

followed by hashing that result with key sx and so on 

until the entire probe is hashed with s’s immediate 

successor’s shared symmetric key (node a in the 

illustrated example). 

Once the probe is constructed, s sends it to its 

successor (a) who takes section 6 (see figure 3) and 

hashes it with the shared key (sa).  If the result 

matches a’s tag, hsa(6), node a strips away its tag and 

forwards the remaining probe to its successor only 

when the probe’s contents match pktsd and not acksd.  

Each subsequent node will validate and peel away a 

layer of the probe before forwarding it on.  As 

mentioned above, the probe stops when both the 

packet and the acknowledgement of the probe do not 

match a node’s record of the packet and 

acknowledgement.  A node will also not forward a 

[sn, hash(pktsd), hash(acksd)], hsd(1), hsy(2), hsx(3), hsc(4), hsb(5), hsa(6) 

1

2

3

4

5

6

 
Fig. 3.  The authentication chain linking of the probe based on the 
example of figure 2.  The payload is abbreviated to save space in 
this illustration and is authenticated in a chained fashion. 

 

 

s a db x y

timers 

expires pktsd pktsd 

c 

timersd 

for probes 

probes probes 

timerad timerbd 

probes 

frpt constructed by b when 

timerbd timesout 

frptb frptb 

Fig. 2.  A tracing round in which malicious node c drops a 
packet en route to d.  When the timers lapses, it constructs a 
probe to flesh out the faulty node.  Each subsequent node on the 
path validates and examines the probe before forwarding it on.  
The node whose record neither matches the probes packet and 
acknowledgement, holds the probe and remains silent.  
Eventually the timerb expires and it creates the frpt blaming c 
for the fault. 
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probe if both the packet and acknowledgement match 

its record to trace node(s) colluding with a malicious 

node.  Table 1 outlines when a node forwards or does 

not forward a probe.  

 
If for some reason, the probe is found invalid by a 

node (it has been tampered with), then that node will 

not forward the probe.  The node upstream of the 

tampering node will construct a frpt naming the 

guilty node once its timer expires. 

After a probe stops, the first upstream node whose 

timer lapses, constructs the frpt in a similar 

authentication chain as the probe was constructed.  In 

our previous example (figure 2), the probe stopped at 

node x.  Since node b did not receive a valid frpt it 

constructs its own frptb as shown in figure 4: 

 
Once the frpt is constructed, it is then sent back to s.   

Continuing with our example, node a receives and 

authenticates section 2 of frptb (figure 4).  If it 

matches hab(2), node a strips off its tag, hashes 

section 1 using the shared key between  a and the 

node preceding a (thus committing node a to the 

validity of the frpt it received from b), and sends the 

new tag along with the remaining frpt to its 

predecessor who repeats the verification process.  It 

is necessary for each node to hash the remaining fault 

report before passing it on to its predecessor; unless a 

node authenticates an frpt it can never be certain that 

the report came from its neighbor downstream (a 

malicious node could slip in a bad frpt). Eventually, 

the frpt wends its way back to s who will know the 

faulty node(s). 

On the other hand, if a node receives an invalid 

frpt from its successor, then that node constructs an 

frpt of its own naming its successor and the creator of 

the received frpt.  An frpt is only forwarded when it 

is valid; a malicious node would have to tamper with 

the frpt then pass it to its predecessor or create a 

malicious frpt to induce some node upstream into 

falsely accusing another innocent node as explained 

in the next case. 

3) Case 3 – The Rogue Reporter: Suppose 

malicious node c creates an frpt in such a way that 

node a can not validate it upon receipt.  For example, 

node c can create a fake tag using 

the symmetric key between itself and node a (see 

figure 5).  Node b validates the report, hashes section 

2 using its symmetric key with node a, and passes it 

along to a, who will take the contents in section 2 

and attempt to validate it with its HMAC.  Since 

hac(2)  ≠ hac(2)′, node a will generate its own fault 

report but this fault report will contain an extra 

identifier naming the original creator of the malicious 

frpt (i.e. s, d, a, succ(a) = b, c, sn, seqs).  Figure 6 

illustrates the rogue reporter scenario. 

 
[sn, xi, succ(xi) = xj, NULL], hsc(1), hac(2)

′
, hbc(3) 

1

2

3

 
 
Fig. 5.  A fault report frptc created by malicious node c that 
purposely created a faulty tag, hac(2)′  When node a receives the 
frpt, it will hash the contents of section 2 with hac(2) and see it does 
not equal the tag received from c. 

[sn, b, succ(b) = c, NULL], hsb(1), hab(2) 

1

2  
 
 
Fig. 4.  The authentication chain of fault report frptb.  The 
payload is abbreviated to save space. 

TABLE 1 
POSSIBLE STATES DURING PROBING ROUND 

Packet Acknowledgement Action Node 
Takes 

Matches Matches Do not forward; 
remain silent 

Matches No Match Forward probe 
to successor 

No 
Match 

Match Can not happen 

No 
Match 

No Match Do not forward; 
remain silent 

Actions taken when a node receives a probe.  The probe is only 
forwarded if its packet matches the node’s packet record but the 
acks do not match. 
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Formal O-SKT Algorithm and 
Proof 
In this section we formally demonstrate that the O-

SKT tracing algorithm, illustrated in figure 7, will 

succeed in either sending a packet to a destination or 

trace at least one faulty node. 

Let the routing path from source s to destination d 

be:  dxxxxs nn == − ,,,, 110 L  with the following 

notations and definitions: 

• Let t

tt

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

kk hhhhataH ,1,1,1,0 ,,,,,),( −−= L for 

nkt <<≤1 ,  

• 
0)0,( kk aaH =  and 

• .1,,,,,),(
,1,1,0

nkhhhakaH k

kk

k

k

k

k

k

kk
<≤= −L  

• We have:  

o ),( taH k is a failreport of node xk if 

bxa k

t

k = where b is either xk+1 or 

xk+1xq for some tq <≤1 . 

o ),( taH k is authenticated by node xt 

if: )( ,1,1,0,1,1

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

ktt

t

tt hhhahh −−− = L . 

o ),( taH k is a valid failreport if:  it is a 

failreport of node xk with 

)( ,2,1,0,1,1

t

kt

t

k

t

k

t

kkt

t

kt hhhahh −−− = L ; 

otherwise it is not valid. 

• ),( kaH k is correct if:  bxa k

t

k = , where b is 

either xk+1 or xk+1xq and ),( taH k  is valid for 

all kt ,,1 K= ; otherwise it is incorrect. 

In the routing protocol’s tracing round: 

4. If an intermediate node tx does not receive an 

authenticated failreport from 1+tx  before 

timeout, then tx computes and sends to 1−tx  a 

correct failreport: ),( taH t with 1+= tt

t

t xxa . 

5. If an intermediate node tx  receives an 

authenticated and valid failreport )1,( +taH k  

from 1+tx  before timeout, then tx  computes 

and sends to 1−tx the authenticated failreport: 

),( taH k with 1+= t

k

t

k aa and

1,,0,1

,, −== + tihh t

ki

t

ki K . 

6. If an intermediate node tx  receives an 

 Source s.  Set seqs = 0.  While connection to d has not terminated do: 

1. Set timers and send pktsd to succ(s). 

2. If acksd is received before timeout then set seqs = seqs + 1 

3. Otherwise: 

a. Set timersd and send probs to succ(s). 

b. If a valid frpty is received before timeout then y, succ(y), or creator of a previous bad frptx
i, xi, 

is malicious. 

c. Else succ(s) is malicious. 

Intermediate node x.  When pktsd is received: 

1. Send pktsd to succ(x). 

2. If a matching acksd is received then send acksd to prec(x). 

3. Else if a valid probs is received then 

a. Set timerxd and send probs to succ(x). 

b. If a valid frpty is received before timerxd timeout then send frpty to prec(x). 

c. Else construct and send frptx to prec(x). 

Destination d.  When a valid pktsd is received: 

1. Construct and send acksd to prec(d). 

 
 
Fig. 7.  The optimistic symmetric key  tracing algorithm. 

 

s a db x y

timers 

expires pktsd pktsd 

c 

timersd 

for probs 

probes probes 

timerad timerbd 

probes probes 

a malicious frpt constructed 

by c attempting to frame b 

frptc 

frpta 

frptc 

a's tag does not match frpt 

contents.  a creates an frpt 

naming b and c 

 
 
Fig. 6.  A case where a malicious node creates a fault report framing 
an innocent node. 
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authenticated failreport )1,( +taH k from 1+tx  

that is not valid before timeout, then tx  

computes and sends to 1−tx  a correct 

failreport: ),( taH tt  with 
kttt

xxxa
1+= .2 

 

Theorem  For any Γ-adversary structure, the 

optimistic O-SKT routing algorithm succeeds in 

either sending packet pktsd to destination d, or 

tracing at least one faulty  node. 

 

Proof.  It is obvious that when all nodes obey the 

protocol, destination d will receive pktsd and s will 

receive acksd.  Secondly, if s gets a valid acksd, then 

because we assume that HMACs are unforgeable and 

because d will only construct a valid matching acksd 

if the received pktsd is valid, d must have received 

pktsd. 

Suppose the source s = x0 has not received a valid 

acknowledgement acksd from x1 before timeout and 

that s has sent a probes downstream.  We distinguish 

two cases. 

 

Case A:  s does not receive an authenticated 

failreport from x1 by timeout.  Then x1 is faulty. 

 

Case B:  s did receive an authenticated failreport 
1

,0

1)1,( ttt haaH = from x1, for some 1 ≤ t < n.  

Case B1: )1,( taH is valid.  Then bxa tt =1  with b 

either xt+1 or xt+1xq and )( 1

,0

1

,0 t
ahh tt = .  Now only one 

node (other than x0) that could have validated 1

,0

1

tt ha  

is xt.  Therefore one of xt, xt+1, xq is faulty. 

 

Case B2:  )1,( taH  is not valid.  If x1 were not faulty, 

the failreport )2,( taH it received from x2 would have 

been authenticated and valid (otherwise x1 would 

have sent a correct failreport; this is not the case 

since we are assuming that )1,( taH is not valid).  

This means that: bxa tt =2 for some string b and 

                                                        
2 Justification:  If a non-faulty xt+1 did not receive an 

authenticated failreport H(ak, t+2) that is valid, then xt+1 would 
have sent to xt a correct failreport H(at,t).  This is not the case.  It 
follows that either xt+1 is faulty, or that H(ak, t+2) is valid and that 
xk validated a failreport with an invalid component.  So either xt+1 
is faulty, or xk is faulty. 

)( 1

,0

1

,1

2

,1 tttt hahh = .  Now only xt could have validated 

1

,0

1

tt ha .  So xt must have validated a failreport with an 

invalid component.  This means that xt is faulty.  

Therefore either x1 is faulty or xt is faulty. 

 

We conclude that if s does not receive an 

acknowledgement before timeout for a packet pktsd is 

sent to d, then depending on the failreport that s has 

received, either x1 is faulty (Case A), or one of xt, 

xt+1, xq is faulty (Case B1), or one of x1, xt is faulty 

(Case B2).   

USING TESLA CHAINS 

There are other symmetric chain authentication 

mechanisms employing one-way hash chains such as 

TESLA [7] that could be incorporated into our 

proposed tracing algorithm.  However, there are no 

additional savings by doing so.  TESLA suffers from 

the same non-repudiation issues and, in the worst 

case, will still sacrifice up to three nodes for each 

malicious attack during the tracing round.  The only 

way to reduce the number of blamed nodes is to use a 

public key tracer such as [4], and then the number of 

blamed nodes will be reduced to two.   

TESLA was designed for networks that deal with 

masses of broadcast data, which MANETs typically 

do not have.  The fault report, once created by the 

originator, is passed to its predecessor who validates 

and then commits to the validity of the report before 

forwarding it on.  In fact, it may cost more to use 

TESLA due to the multiple recursive hashing 

mechanisms necessary to execute the protocol.  

Additionally, there would be delays in forwarding the 

fault reports as each intermediate node would have to 

wait for the originator to reveal the key necessary for 

validation. 

CONCLUSIONS AND 

FUTURE WORK 

We propose an optimistic Byzantine tracing 

algorithm based on an existing and sound protocol.  

Instead of using digital signatures, we take advantage 

of the computational efficiency of HMACs.  This 

algorithm is appropriate for ad hoc networks that can 

not employ encryption or public key mechanisms and 
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uses only hash functions.  The algorithm is 

guaranteed to successfully deliver packets from 

source to destination or, in the event of a problem, 

trace at least one faulty or malicious node. 

In future works trust models must be developed to 

deal with fault reports.  When the source node 

receives a fault report, it knows that up to three nodes 

may be bad.  How, then, does the source relay to the 

rest of the network its adverse experience with these 

blamed nodes?  Do the remaining nodes take the 

source’s information at face value or should there be 

a mechanism whereby the source must commit to the 

validity of its report? 

We must also address the issue of what to do with 

malicious nodes once they are fleshed out.  Do we 

neutralize them?  If so how?  Several ideas include: 

cordoning the bad guys into a separate area much like 

a “holding cell”; or revealing the malicious node’s 

secret key thus marking the node as untrustworthy 

and essentially excommunicating it from the 

network. 
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